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The Tech Hockey Team will play Williams on Saturday afternoon at three o'clock. Although the Williams team has not played many games this year, it has the earmarks of being a strong team. This is shown by its defeating Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute by a score of 8 to 0 and by holding the strong Yale team to a 6 to 1 game.

OWING to the fact that Capt. Rogers of the Williams team will be unable to play the team will be somewhat weakened. Odes will however take his place at goal. From the form that Tech has been displaying lately in practice the game will undoubtedly be closely contested with the odds in Tech's favor.

The following man have been chosen to take the trip and will meet Manager McNeal in the Union at 8.45 Saturday morning: Sawyer, Winton, Fletcher, Cochran, Elchorn, Lowen- gard, Rust and Captain MacLeod.

Tech and Williams to Play Hockey Game

Yale Record so delights in depicting. He is also the kind which makes him a wonderful match for Mrs. Cooper-Cooper's daughter. To miss seeing him on the stage as he will be given by another Tech Show man would be to miss a feature which any man would be sure to regret the rest of his life.

And then there is the Tech man, tall, strong, with no care for society, but a great smiling for the love of the fair daughter. Hence there enter complications. But to discuss this playlet further would be to tell too much. Rather let this much information serve to whet the appetite for a further knowledge of the document which is to come with "Yish-kabibble."

Besides this act there will be three others. Space forbids that more than one other can be mentioned in this issue, but watch the TECH for more.

The one that can be mentioned is a musical concoction which has already had the approval of the crowned heads of Europe and which was secured for this entertainment only through the most strenuous efforts on the part of a well known New York producer.

In the first place its opening is novel. Let this be sufficient information on this point—it is one of the most spectacular beginnings that was ever devised for a musical combination. And then the music. "Yish-kabibble" is designed to describe its wonderful harmony, the beauty and sweetness of its matchless tunes, and the perfect technique with which it will be rendered were sacrilege. Symphony Hall has never heard such music and there is no artist in the Metropolitan Opera House able to compare with those two who are to compose this part of the program. But description were in vain. Rather let no one fail to come and hear this remarkable treat.

Remember the tickets that are to be put on sale this Saturday, and do not fail to watch this space to-morrow morning for a sensational announcement that will exceed in its Novelty all that has yet been said concerning "Yish-kabibble."

STUDENT'S CAST-OFF CLOTHING

Stops in Elm St., School St., Arch St., 9th St., Washington St., Tremont St., Newbury, State, Boylston, Huntington Ave. Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, all stores.

The Tech Hockey Team will play Williams on Saturday-Odds are in Tech's Favor.
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Remember the tickets that are to be put on sale this Saturday, and do not fail to watch this space to-morrow morning for a sensational announcement that will exceed in its astounding proportions anything that has yet been said concerning "Yish-kabibble."

SENIOR PORTFOLIO
Feb. 28 has been set by the committee as the last day when Seniors can sign up for their sitting with the photographer. After that date it will be impossible to set any appointments with him. At the present time over four-fifths of the class have signed up and about one-half have had their pictures taken, while only sixty men have turned in their proofs to the committee.

The members of the committee feel that they have given sufficient publicity to the matter and that as the sittings are entirely free and only take about twenty minutes that there is no excuse for not "getting in" the Portfolio.

FACULTY NOTICE
First Year English, Sections 11, 16, 18, 19 (9 to Z) will not meet with Mr. Heyer on Friday, Feb. 20, at 12.
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